Knovel

Helps You Reduce EHS & Compliance Risk

Your ability to identify and mitigate EHS risks while continuing to demonstrate operational excellence is essential to delivering long-term value to stakeholders. The challenge is getting tougher, however.

*Knovel* can help. With targeted engineering information and tools on hazard analysis, mitigation of environmental impact, industrial hygiene and safety, engineers can formulate project plans that deliver commercial success, safety and sustainability.

83% of *Knovel* users in the Chemicals industry improved their ability to develop products and processes that meet EHS and regulatory demands by using *Knovel*.

*TechValidate Survey of 615 Chemical Industry Professionals, 2015*

---

"*Knovel* has helped us to understand better the options we have while developing a new product and all the financial and operational risks associated with it.

— R&D Chemist
Major Catalyst & Specialty Materials Manufacturer

"*Knovel* supported me in creating a compliance position paper for the Safety Regulatory Compliance Department. It does a great job; I found almost all the material I needed.

— Reliability Engineer
Integrated Oil & Gas Company

"*Knovel* gives me a wide variety of expertise to find the hazards of design installations.

— HSE Manager
Polyolefin & Base Chemicals Company

---

Learn more at elsevier.com/knovel